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Agency Address 1525 Blue Spruce Dr.
Fort Collins, CO 80524
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Timeout01:30 PM

Facility NameSAIGON GRILL OwnerNameKHA HOM INC
Facility Address1120 S College Ave  Fort Collins CO 80524-3715
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Inspection Result 1Inspection Result: Closed
Static Score ValuesPASS: 0-49 points
RE-INSPECTION REQUIRED: 50-109 points
CLOSED: 110+ points
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Facility Name3Facility Name: SAIGON GRILL

Observations2.  Certified Food Protection Manager 
This is a Core item
 2-102.12 (A) and (B) - Certified Food Protection Manager

Observation: A certified food-protection manager certificate expired 1/1/24. A current certified food 
protection manager is required

-> For a list of Certified Food Protection Manager training classes and exams, please visit: https://www.larimer.org/health/safety-sanitation-programs/food-safety-program/food-safety-resources/certified-food 
 

Correct by 01/31/2024   (Repeat)   

8.  Hands clean and properly washed 
This is a Priority item
 2-301.14 - When to Wash (P)

This is a Priority Foundation item
 2-301.15 - Where to Wash (Pf)

Observation: The prep cook/dishwasher was observed handling a bin that had been in a trash can, filling it 
with dirty dishes.  She changed her gloves and prepped food for the restaurant.  

-> Hands must be washed after handling soiled dishes, utensils and equipment and before handling clean 
items to prevent cross contamination.
-> Thoroughly wash hands after any activity that can contaminate hands such as cleaning tasks, taking out 
trash, mopping or sweeping floors.

Server observed exiting restroom and going to the server station and putting on clean gloves found in 
apron pocket.

-> Thoroughly wash hands in restroom and again upon returning to work station to conduct food 
preparation or service of food or beverages.

Both a line cook and prep cook were observed washing hands in the center compartment of the 3 
compartment sink.  One used soap from the nearby handsink, the other used the quaternary ammonia 
sanitizer and then rinsed hands.

-> To help prevent cross contamination discontinue washing hands in warewashing sinks and/or food 
preparation sinks. Wash hands at designated handwashing sinks only.

     

9.  No bare hand contact with RTE food or a pre-approved alternative procedure properly 
allowed 
This is a Priority item
 3-301.11 (B) - Preventing Contamination from Hands, Ready-To-Eat foods (P)

Observation: Pieces of bread for a sandwich were removed from the microwave with a bare hand.  Gloves 
must be worn with food that are not cooked and are ready-to-eat, like bread 

-> Bare hand contact with ready-to-eat foods is not allowed. Use tongs, other utensils, deli papers or 
gloves to assemble or serve ready-to-eat foods.
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Facility Name3Facility Name: SAIGON GRILL

Observations10.  Adequate handwashing sinks properly supplied and accessible 
This is a Priority Foundation item
 5-205.11 - Using a Handwashing Sink- Operation and Maintenance (Pf)

Observation: The handwashing sink by the automatic dishwasher and prep area was in excess of 120 F 
and unusable for any reasonable length of time for proper hand washing. Please adjust sink so that staff 
can properly wash their hands providing both hot and cold water

-> Handwashing sinks must be kept accessible for use at all times. Water temperatures above 120 F can 
cause scalding burns.

   (Repeat)   

16.  Food contact surfaces; cleaned and sanitized 
This is a Priority item
 4-702.11 - Before Use After Cleaning (P)

Observation: Raw meat was observed being prepared in the wash compartment of the 3-compartment 
sink.  No further cleaning was observed.  This procedure requires that the sink be sanitized after prep 
occurs.

- > Discontinue washing and/or preparing food in the 3-compartment warewashing sink. Use the provided 
food preparation sink. Limit use of the 3-compartment sink to warewashing only.

     

22.  Proper cold holding temperatures 
This is a Priority item
 3-501.16 (A) (2) - TCS Food, Cold Holding (P)

Observation: Shredded cabbage (51 F) and bean sprouts (48) used to garnish Pho were found improperly 
cold holding in the 38F cold-holding unit.

Rehydrated noodles in a bucket next to the make-table cooler were found between 46-52 depending upon 
location in the bucket.

-> Cold hold foods below 41 F to prevent the growth of microorganisms.

Correct by 01/05/2024     

28.  Toxic substances properly identified, stored, and used 
This is a Priority Foundation item
 7-102.11 - Common Name - Working Containers (Pf)

Observation: An unlabeled bottle of a yellow substance was found next to the dish machine. 

-> Label containers of chemicals and toxics so contents of the container can be easily identified to help 
prevent misuse.

     

36.  Thermometer provided and accurate 
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Facility Name3Facility Name: SAIGON GRILL

ObservationsThis is a Priority Foundation item
 4-203.11 - Temperature Measuring Devices, Food - Accuracy (Pf)

Observation: Thermometer used in the kitchen could not be properly calibrated.  It is a digital food probe 
thermometer that appears to need to have the batteries replaced.

-> Maintain thermometers calibrated to read 32 F (+/- 2 F) in ice bath. Check calibration frequently. Keep 
thermometers calibrated so food temperatures can be accurately monitored. Please change batteries or 
replace thermometer

Correct by 01/05/2024     

43.  In-use utensils; properly stored 
This is a Core item
 3-304.12 - In-Use Utensils, Between-Use Storage

Observation: The rice scoops were stored in water that 110F, next to the rice cooker.

 -> Store food dispensing utensils in hot water greater than 135 F.

Correct by 01/05/2024   (Repeat)
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Facility Name4Facility Name: SAIGON GRILL

General CommentsGENERAL COMMENTS
General CommentsInspection with risk index rating >110 point/establishment must close?.Based on the inspection findings on 
this date this establishment?s retail food license is summarily suspended in accordance with CRS 
25-4-1611.5(9)(c) and the facility is hereby ordered to cease all food preparation and to close. The license 
suspension is to remain in effect until the violations and public health concerns identified in the inspection 
have been corrected or adequately addressed and approval to reopen has been granted by the 
Department. A NOTIFICATION OF IMMEDIATE CLOSURE DUE TO IMMINENT HEALTH HAZARD was 
issued at the time of this inspection. The establishment has complied with the order to close.

NOTIFICATION OF POTENTIAL FINES/CLOSURE -The facility has failed to meet basic food safety 
standards during this and past inspections. Please be advised, failure to improve the outcome of future 
inspections may result in license suspension, closure and assessment of civil penalties of up to $1000. You 
are hereby notified of the grievance process in accordance with CRS 25-4-1609.5. If you believe the 
Department is taking regulatory action outside the scope of its authority a written grievance may be filed 
with the Department within 30 days of this inspection.

The establishment must complete the following before re-opening:

Staff training covering hygienic practices proper hand washing and proper glove use with ready-to-eat 
foods.
Register for Certified Food Protection Manager training.
Provide food probe thermometer
Fix hand sink in warewashing/prep area so employees don't wash their hands in the 3-compartment sink.
Thoroughly wash, rinse and sanitize the 3 compartment sink
Use temperature logs to track temperatures in the walk-in cooler and rehydrated noodles.
Contact Dept. once the above items have been completed for a follow up inspection. Establishment is not 
approved to operate until a follow up inspection has been completed.
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Voluntary CondemnationVOLUNTARY CONDEMNATION

Items Disposed TitleDisposed Items Disposal MethodDisposal Method ValueValue CommentsComments

List Disposed1 How Disposed1 Value1 Comments1

List Disposed2 How Disposed2 Value2 Comments2

List Disposed3 How Disposed3 Value3 Comments3

List Disposed4 How Disposed4 Value4 Comments4

List Disposed5 How Disposed5 Value5 Comments5

List Disposed6 How Disposed6 Value6 Comments6

List Disposed7 How Disposed7 Value7 Comments7

List Disposed8 How Disposed8 Value8 Comments8

List Disposed9 How Disposed9 Value9 Comments9

List Disposed10 How Disposed10 Value10 Comments10

List Disposed11 How Disposed11 Value11 Comments11

List Disposed12 How Disposed12 Value12 Comments12

List Disposed13 How Disposed13 Value13 Comments13

List Disposed14 How Disposed14 Value14 Comments14

List Disposed15 How Disposed15 Value15 Comments15
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